New England's luck will soon run out
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Dan Marino. With a receiving corps, the Dolphins are going to be a real force. They will try. They are bringing in some experienced players, and they've been there before. Unfortu-nately, they were there with Joe Theismann and John Riggins. Nei-thers will be back. If the new quarterback, veteran Doug Williams, works out, they could be a playoff team.

The Dallas Cowboys: America's team was the most inconsistent in the NFL last year. One week they looked like Chicago. The next they looked like Roose-velt High. This year Herschel Walker looks large on the horizon. But honestly, they give the ball to Dorsett and he runs with it. So much for Cowboy offense. How can anybody, even Walker, do much better than Dorsett? As for Dorsett and Walker as a team — with the amount of bad blood al-